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Verbal analogy practice test pdf

You've already completed the quiz before. So on that you can't re-start it. You must sign in or sign in to start the quiz. You must finish quizzing next, to start this quiz: Analogies as used in this test are inferences of similarity between two relationships. In these tests, words are used between what specific logical relationships exist.
Sometimes object, pictures, or even numbers are used. In this verbal reasoning, analogies are presented orally. Analogies are often used in assessments and intelligence measurements. If you want to do IQ testing or want to work test prep you should take this free trial online now. This test is part of an extensive free IQ testing training.
So, test your intelligence with this verbal reasoning test using analogies. Use your verbal reasoning skills to identify the missing word. In the results you will see your answers, the correct answers and an explanation. Instructions verbal reasoning test This test measures your ability to choose a word based on other words and their
relationships or analogies. Each question offers three words and four options. It's your job to figure out which of the options is the logical fourth word. A Word Analogy test will challenge your English language skills, your ability to see relationships between ideas, and your ability to think methodically. What questions can I expect? The word
analogy test format is always similar to the example below. Example: Quick is to run so slow is to ? Answer Options: A) Walking B) Pace C) Turtle D) Lazy Explanation: If running is fast, then walking is slow - walking is the correct answer. There are many different types of relationships between the words in word analogy questions. You
can expect to see: Items and their feature: Car - transportation Things and their category: Horse - mammal cause and effect: Cold - freeze Descriptive: Grass - green Antonyms: Hot - cold synonyms: Small - petite Things in different states: Water - ice Try us free test to get a better idea of what these questions look like and continue your
practice by signing up to a test prep account. Where are Analogy tests used? Verbal analogy tests are part of standardized psychometric assessment tests designed to assess a candidate's general verbal pa pamacy and insight. They are commonly found in verbal aptitude tests used by employers for candidate selection. They are also
used on SAT, ASVAB, GRE, ADF YOU Session and other professional exams. Try a free Word Analogy Test. This free practice test contains 6 test questions and has a time limit of 3 minutes. Practice on 43 word analogy questions and a total of 950 verbal aptitude questions with detailed description and score stats. The many features of
a test Account: Preparation software developed under a didactic and methodical perspective High-quality practice test questions Clearly explain solutions on all devices Detailed scoring data and progression charts Reference scores to compare your performance against other Training Assistant Practice mode (feedback after each
question and no time limit) Learn more or sign up now to get instant online access 24/7 to your custom Test Prep Account. Does your job application require you to pass a verbal analogy test? Don't worry we've covered you up! Assessment-Training.com offers realistic test simulations developed by psychologists with years of experience
clicking tests for major publishers such as CEB/Gartner, Talent Q, Kenexa and TalentLens.By on the image below, you can practice 10 free questions from our verbal analogies: Example of a Verbal Analogies question. The answer in the example above is Flatterer. Defamation and defamation are synonymous words that refer to a false
and defamatory statement or charge, synophinant and flattery words are synonymous words used to describe someone who praises people. Ability tests are a typical part of the selection process, or for development within the workplace. Verbal analogies tests are standardized psychometric assessment tests (also used on SAT, GRE and
other professional exams) that provide the use organization with information about a candidate's general verbal acuteity and insight. Verbal analogies tests are designed to measure a candidate's ability to recognize relationships between ideas, think methodically and fluency in the English language. Employers choose to use psychometric
testing during their recruitment process to help provide a better overall evaluation of candidate's and their suitability for the work they are applying for. Psychometric testing can help measure the future performance of candidate's and also improve employee retention by make successful hiring decisions. The most common way for
employers to use aptitude tests such as verbal analogies is online. Traditionally, plant tests have taken the form of pen and paper, but due to benefits such as saving valuable time and money, online testing is being used more and more frequently. Under-undertook aptitude tests is usually the follow-up action after an employer has
accepted your CV or initial job application form. If you pass the online test in some cases, you are invited to an assessment center, which is usually done by larger employers. The term assessment centre is used due to the fact that employers conduct this extensive assessment in a single centre, whether an office of the employers
themselves or at a third-party venue. The assessment centre is often (but not always) per day that marks out the final stage of the application process. At the assessment center, they'll ask you to put a repeat test at the assessment center to verify your earlier test scores, and get not your friends or family to help you out during the online
test! Preparing An assessment center or online plant test can be stressful due to the fact that you don't know what to expect. The best way to requander yourself is with exercise plant tests that mimic the tests used by employers and recruiters. Assessment-Training.com have prepared thousands of candidates for their assessments and
aptitude tests by offering realistic test simulations with fully worked solutions. By practicing verbal analogies tests, you can improve your performance during the actual test by familiarize yourself with the format and time pressure. A verbal analogy is a word problem consisting of two different pairs of words. There are several types of
verbal analogies that we will discuss in further detail. The first one is the 'single verbal analogy'. In this version of the verbal analogy test, the word problem is set up to reveal one set of words first. These few words somehow relate to each other. Then the problem gives you the first word of the second pair and it's up to you to complete the
second pair by choosing the second word from the answer options. However, this second word should be related to the first word in the second pair in the same manner that the first few words relate to each other. To solve a verbal analogy, you need to find that relationship. Various relationships between pairs of words are possible. For
example, expect relationships such as: Antonyms: words that have opposite meanings. Synonyms: words that have similar meanings, such as Buy - Purchase. Descriptive: in which one word describes the other word, such as Blue - Ocean. Part to Whole: in which one word is part or piece of the other, such as Head - Body. Steps in a
process: like cooking - Served. Cause and effect: like Fire - Scorch and Blizzard - Freeze things and their functions: like Scissors - Cut. Item to category: in which one word calls something that falls into the group mentioned by the other, such as Lemonade - Beverage. Implied relationships: like clouds - Sun. Symbol and what it represents:
like Heart - Love. Researching the tests you need to take is the most important step in preparation for any plant test. If you know what to expect you will increase your chances of performing well due to the fact that you are familiar with the formats. Also, by engaging in aptitude tests you will reveal your own strengths and weaknesses that
you can work on in preparation for the actual assessment. Therefore, we advise you to find out the test publisher and exact name of the tests you want to take, and then search Assessment-Training.com or contact us to get more details about this test. These effective test-taking strategy tips and tricks are worth remembering before you
get real verbal analogies tests: Practice, practice and practice more to ace your assessment and aptitude tests! Take your time to read the instructions carefully before the test starts. Try to determine the relationship between the first few words. Turn the analogies into sentences. Read the analogy problems as sentences, even if they
aren't actually written that way. Systematically go through difficult problems. First, read all the answer choices before making a decision. That may sound obvious, but candidates usually stop reading the answer choices once they've found what looks like a strong game. Eliminate any pairs in the answers that do not have a similar type of
relationship. If the meaning of a word is unknown, try to reinstate the context in which you came across the word. Also consider alternative meanings of words. Take another look at the relationship possibilities as described above and try to look for them when trying to fix analogies. If all the others fail, eliminate the unlikely answers and
make an educated guess. Practice makes perfect! You'll see that by practice your performance will improve. Familiarize yourself with psychometric tests is the first step to success. Through practice, you get a clear picture of what these tests are like, what they look like, how they measure, and what the testing conditions will be like.
Assessment-Training.com is the go-to platform for certification practice, assessment/aptitude testing training, and job application preparation. We offer customized preparation packages with tests in the same style as the actual Verbal Analogies Tests. In addition to having all our practice tests come with worked solutions and an
explanation on how to get to the right answer, we offer you a uniquely customized progression tracking system. This progress system will help you track your progress and give a detailed view of your shows. This will help you identify your stronger and weaker points and provide insight into your development areas. The progression tool
keeps track of your scores, test times, and overall progress. We offer you the tools to reduce anxiety and make sure you get the most out of yourself on the day of your certification, assessment test of work application interview! Research among our users has shown that by practice you can improve scores to 80%. More than 96% of our
customers will recommend assessment training for practice. Start training now and get instant access to the tests and practice 24/7 on your computer, phone or tablet! The first step in solving an Analogy is to find out the relationship between the complete given set of words. Then you try to find the word that has the same relationship with
the word in the set with the missing word. Various relationships between pairs of words are possible. For example relationships such as: Antonyms: words that have opposite meanings. Synonyms: words that Meanings, such as Buy - Purchase. Descriptive: in which one word describes the other word, such as Blue - Ocean. Part to Whole:
in which one word is part or piece of the other, such as Head - Body. Steps in a process: like cooking - Served. Cause and effect: like Fire - Scorch and Blizzard - Freeze things and their functions: like Scissors - Cut. Item to category: in which one word calls something that falls into the group mentioned by the other, such as Lemonade Beverage. Implied relationships: like clouds - Sun. Symbol and what it represents: like Heart - Love. Assessment-Training.com's the market leader in online assessment preparation. With our ongoing research and development, we offer a leading e-learning platform. We continue to improve our tests to deliver tests with the same standards
of the latest tests from all major assessment publishers. Our products help candidates complete their application fully prepared. Our goal is to help you get ready for your assessment regardless of the company, job or level you are applying for! To help you get your Verbal Analogies We're testing together a preparation package, tailor
made for your assessment. These tests contain the same questions you can expect in your actual assessment. All exercise tests come with worked solutions and an explanation on how to get to the right answer. Our Personal Progression System will help you track your progress and provide a detailed view of your performances.
Assessment training is more than just a training platform, we're here to help you! Start training now and get instant access to the tests and practice 24/7 on your computer, phone or tablet! Related categories categories
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